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Abstract. We review Rydberg aggregates, assemblies of a few Rydberg atoms
exhibiting energy transport through collective eigenstates, considering isolated atoms
or assemblies embedded within clouds of cold ground-state atoms. We classify
Rydberg aggregates, and provide an overview of their possible applications as quantum
simulators for phenomena from chemical or biological physics. Our main focus is
on flexible Rydberg aggregates, in which atomic motion is an essential feature. In
these, simultaneous control over Rydberg-Rydberg interactions, external trapping and
electronic energies, allows Born-Oppenheimer surfaces for the motion of the entire
aggregate to be taylored as desired. This is illustrated with theory proposals towards
the demonstration of joint motion and excitation transport, conical intersections and
non-adiabatic effects. Additional flexibility for quantum simulations is enabled by the
use of dressed dipole-dipole interactions or the embedding of the aggregate in a cold
gas or BEC environment. Finally we provide some guidance regarding the parameter
regimes that are most suitable for the realization of either static or flexible Rydberg
aggregates based on Li or Rb atoms. The current status of experimental progress
towards enabling Rydberg aggregates is also reviewed.
1. Introduction and overview
Ultra cold gases in which some atoms have been highly excited to electronic Rydberg
states [1] are rapidly becoming an important pillar of ultra cold atomic physics. Through
strong and long range dipole interactions between atoms in a Rydberg state and
interaction blockades [2–7], they enable, for example, studies of strongly correlated spin
systems [8,9], glassy relaxation as in soft-condensed matter [10], many-body localization
[11] or non-local and non-linear (quantum) optics [12–15]. Apart from these links to
quantum many-body phenomena, also the relation of cold Rydberg systems to classical
many-body physics has been explored, for example through the creation of strongly
coupled ultracold plasmas [16–20]. Review articles on cold Rydberg atoms [21,22], their
exposure to strong magnetic fields [23], their role in ultracold plasmas [24] as well as
their application to quantum information [25] and nonlinear quantum optics [26] are
available.
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Figure 1. Rydberg aggregates and their classification. (a) Essential ingredients and
level scheme, (green balls) ground state atoms, (blue balls) Rydberg | s 〉 states, (orange
balls) Rydberg | p 〉 states. Distances Rij between locations will be crucial later. We
classify these aggregates as follows: (b) Static Rydberg aggregate. (c) Flexible Rydberg
aggregate with atoms free in quasi-1D, two-colored balls indicate a superposition state
∼ | sp 〉 ± | ps 〉. (d) Embedded Rydberg aggregate. (e) Embedded flexible Rydberg
aggregate.
This review covers a complementary subfield of Rydberg physics, namely assemblies
of Rydberg atoms that share collective excitations through resonant dipole-dipole
interactions, e.g. involving angular momentum | s 〉 and | p 〉 states. For reasons which
will become obvious below, we have dubbed those assemblies Rydberg aggregates. They
can consist of individually trapped atoms [27,28], or Rydberg excitations in a cold atom
cloud, which acts as a host to the aggregate, e.g. [29, 30]. Both scenarios are depicted
in figure 1. In the latter case, the position of Rydberg atoms can still be controlled
through the interplay of interaction blockade and cloud volume [31], background gas
induced Rydberg energy shift [32, 33] or using very tight excitation laser foci. The
aggregate atoms are in close enough proximity to experience significant dipole-dipole
interactions involving resonant states, if more than a single Rydberg angular momentum
state is present in the system. We can then realize two regimes: (i) Static Rydberg
aggregates, with excitation transport through long-range interactions occurring fast,
before atoms can be set into motion. This corresponds to the frequently cited “frozen
gas regime”. (ii) Flexible Rydberg aggregates, where one deliberately waits until dipole-
dipole interactions have also set the atoms themselves into motion. Both, static as well
as flexible Rydberg aggregates can be realized in isolation or embedded in a cold gas
cloud, leading to the four possible scenarios sketched in Fig. 1(b-e). Together, these four
types of Rydberg aggregates offer intriguing opportunities to create and study coherent
energy-, angular momentum- and entanglement transport as well as, on a more formal
level, the formation of Born-Oppenheimer surfaces governing the motion of the Rydberg
aggregate atoms, all due to the existence of collective excited states enabled through
strong long-range interactions.
Static Rydberg aggregates can be described with the help of exciton theory well
known from molecular aggregates, as we will see. Flexible Rydberg aggregates add
qualitatively new features, by taking the mechanism through which stable molecules
form (an intricate interplay of bound coherent nuclear and electronic motion) to coherent
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dynamics in the continuum. We will review the basic mechanism for exciton formation,
exciton transport and inter-atomic forces at work in Rydberg aggregates, summaries
existing experimental studies and review theory proposals on their potential uses. These
range from understanding quantum transport on static networks, over transport in the
presence of decohering environments to directed entanglement transport.
The broader vision that appears ultimately reachable in these systems is to
enable a quantum simulation platform for processes in (bio)-chemistry as presented in
figure 2. A static Rydberg aggregate, as sketched in panel (a), shares the fundamental
energy transport mechanism with photosynthetic light harvesting complexes [34, 35]
or molecular aggregates [36–38], sketched in (b). However the spatial- and temporal
scales of energy transport in the Rydberg atomic and molecular settings are extremely
different. Moreover, the biochemical transport process is typically severely affected by
decoherence, while the process in ultracold atoms is not. However, since the introduction
of controllable decoherence into the Rydberg setting is possible, the easier accessible
scales of the Rydberg system should allow for detailed model studies of the interplay
of transport and coherence. Similarly we can draw connections between the motion of
atoms in a flexible Rydberg aggregate, shown in panel (c) and the motion of nuclei on
a molecular Born-Oppenheimer surface (d). Using similar scale arguments as above,
flexible Rydberg aggregates hold promise to give experimentally controlled access to the
analogue of quintessential processes from nuclear dynamics in quantum chemistry.
Figure 2. Rydberg aggregates in a bigger context. (a) Static atomic aggregate
versus (b) molecular aggregate. The underlying physical energy transport principles
are identical, but characteristic scales differ markedly. The characteristic spatial
(temporal) scales of excitation migration are shown as orange (blue) text. (c) Flexible
Rydberg aggregates of atoms moving in some constrained geometry. We sketch two
one-dimensional red detuned optical traps acting as linear chain for atom movement
as red shaded cylinders. Scales there can be compared with those in (d), of nuclear
motion on the Born-Oppenheimer surfaces of a complex molecule.
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We focus in this review article more strongly on flexible Rydberg aggregates, see
figure 1(c), and their links to molecular physics, see figure 2(d): Rydberg aggregates
with constituents allowed to move enable the tailored creation of Born-Oppenheimer
surfaces with characteristic length-scales of µm, vastly exceeding typical intra-molecular
length-scale of Angstroms. This renders paradigmatic quantum chemical effects, such
as passage through a conical intersection, accessible much more directly in experiment.
Ideas originating from this novel quantum simulation platform may then in turn benefit
chemistry.
The exploration of energy transport with tuneable environments, see figure 2(a,b),
is only briefly commented upon here, more details can be found in [39].
The eponym of Rydberg aggregates are molecular aggregates [36, 40], due to their
related energy transport characteristics [40–42]. In the molecular context, aggregation
implies self-assembly in solution with subsequent mutual binding. Rydberg aggregates,
in contrast are typically not bound, except in special cases [43]. However, self-assembly
of Rydberg aggregates in regular structures can take place in strongly driven dissipative
Rydberg systems [44–50], by configuring the excitation process to develop a strongly
preferred nearest neighbor distance. The term “Rydberg aggregates” is hence also used
in the literature to refer to these ordered constructs in a dissipative setting. In contrast,
our definition implies collective excited states in form of a coherently shared excitation,
with direct analogy for the static Rydberg aggregates to transport physics in molecular
aggregates.
The majority of cold Rydberg atomic physics experiments to date has explored the
so called “frozen gas” regime, where thermal motion of the atoms could be neglected
for the sub-microsecond duration of electronic Rydberg dynamics of interest. In
experiments motivated by quantum information applications [2–4,51], motion is then a
residual noise source [52,53]. Experiments with Rydberg aggregates were also performed
in this regime [28–30]. Some experiments instead created unfrozen Rydberg gases, with
Rydberg atoms experiencing strong acceleration, primarily to characterize interactions
and ionization, e.g. [54–60]. Recent experiments that permit a particularly detailed
real time observation of such motion will be reviewed below [61–64]. Flexible Rydberg
aggregates, in which motion of atoms is fully controlled or guided, instead of randomly
seeded, can now be one of the next experimental steps.
The review is organized as follows: Sections 2-4 will deal with isolated Rydberg
aggregates, providing the theoretical background in section 2, and detailing static and
flexible aggregates in sections 3 and 4, respectively. Section 5 will introduce embedded
Rydberg aggregates and section 6 describes Rydberg dressed aggregates, an important
possibility to extend the parameter regime for realizing Rydberg aggregates. Section 7
provides a landscape for the existence of static and flexible Rydberg aggregates in the
plane of the two most relevant parameters that can be changed: the distance of Rydberg
atoms d and their principal quantum number ν. The reader may want to consult this
section for orientation throughout the review to identify relevant parameter regimes. We
return to our quantum simulation perspective presented in the introduction in section 8
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and after concluding provide an appendix with additional technical detail.
2. Theoretical background
We begin with a compact summary of the formal methods used to describe Rydberg
aggregates, both static and flexible.
2.1. Basic model
Rydberg aggregates are typically treated with an essential state model, in which
each atom of the aggregate can be in either of two highly excited Rydberg states
| s 〉 = | ν, l = 0 〉 or | p 〉 = | ν, l = 1 〉, with a principal quantum number ν usually in
the range ν = 20 . . . 100, see the sketch Fig. 1(a). Any other pair of adjacent angular
momentum values such as | p 〉, | d 〉 gives the same qualitative results, at the expense
of less energetic separations to states not desired in the model. Atoms in their ground-
state | g 〉 occur prior to excitation, or when employed as an external bath. For most
of the phenomena discussed in this review, the electronic state space of an N -atom
Rydberg aggregate can be further simplified to the single-excitation manifold spanned
by | pin 〉 = | sss · · · p · · · sss 〉, where only the nth atom is in | p 〉 and all others are in
| s 〉. For parameter regimes of interest here, the most important interactions are of a
dipole-dipole form
Hˆel(R) =
N∑
n6=m
Hnm(Rnm)| pin 〉〈 pim | =
N∑
n 6=m
C3
|rn − rm|3 |pin 〉〈 pim |, (1)
where C3 is the dipole-dipole dispersion coefficient and rn the position of atom n. With
R = {r1, . . . , rN} we denote the collection of all atomic coordinates. For simplicity we
assume isotropic dipole-dipole interactions. In section 4.3 we provide a list of references
where model extensions and consequences of anisotropies are discussed.
A general electronic state for a static aggregate can be written as |Ψ(t) 〉 =∑
n cn(t)| pin 〉. When the aggregate is initialized such that the single excitation resides
on a specific site k, with cn(0) = δnk, the Hamiltonian (1) will cause a coherent wave-like
transport of the excitation, typically de-localizing over all atoms in the aggregate.
Without the restriction to a single excitation, one can consider each aggregate atom
as a pseudo-spin 1/2 object, and write
Hˆel(R) =
N∑
n6=m
C3
|rn − rm|3 σˆ
+
n σˆ
−
m, (2)
where the σˆ±n are the usual Pauli raising and lowering operators. We discuss corrections
to the simple model presented here later (section 7).
2.2. Exciton eigenstates and Born-Oppenheimer surfaces
In the time-independent Schro¨dinger equation
Hˆel(R)|ϕn(R) 〉 = Un(R)|ϕn(R) 〉 (3)
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for the electronic Hamiltonian (2), eigenstates and eigenenergies parametrically depend
on all co-ordinates contained in R. Eigenstates can be written as superpositions
|ϕn(R) 〉 =
∑
k
cnk(R)|pik 〉 (4)
of the so-called diabatic basis states | pik 〉, and are referred to as adiabatic electronic basis
states or (Frenkel) excitons [65, 66]. Hence, in an exciton state the entire aggregate
typically shares the p-excitation collectively, see also footnote [66]. As in molecular
physics, we refer to the corresponding eigenenergies Un(R) as Born-Oppenheimer
surfaces. In the context of Rydberg aggregates, these concepts were first explored in [41].
2.3. Quantum dynamics and surface hopping
When considering motion of the Rydberg aggregate quantum mechanically, we can
expand the total state |Ψ(R, t) 〉 = ∑Nn=1 φn(R, t)|pin 〉 and obtain the Schro¨dinger
equation (h¯ = 1) [67]
i
∂
∂t
φn(R) =
N∑
m=1
[
−∇
2
rm
2M
φn(R) +Hnm(Rnm)φm(R)
]
(5)
with mass M of the atoms. Since in this equation the dipole-dipole atoms give rise to
both, excitation transport between different atoms as well as forces on these atoms, we
expect an intimate link between motion and transport.
For up to about 3 spatial degrees of freedom Eq. (5) can be numerically solved
straightforwardly [67, 68], e.g., by using XMDS [69, 70]. For more degrees of freedom
the direct solution of the quantum problem typically becomes too challenging, and one
has to resort to quantum-classical methods.
Before describing those, let us first consider (5) expressed in the adiabatic basis,
such that |Ψ(R, t) 〉 = ∑Nn=1 φ˜n(R, t)|ϕn(R) 〉. We then obtain the Schro¨dinger equation
in terms of Born-Oppenheimer surfaces Un(R),
i
∂
∂t
φ˜n(R) =
(
N∑
k=1
[
−∇
2
rk
2M
]
+ Un(R)
)
φ˜n(R) +
∑
m
Dnm(R)φ˜m(R), (6)
where
Dnm(R) = − 1
2M
(
〈ϕn(R) |∇2|ϕm(R) 〉+ 2〈ϕn(R) |∇|ϕm(R) 〉 · ∇
)
(7)
are the non-adiabatic coupling terms.
The kinetic term within square brackets in (6) is responsible for motion on the
excitonic Born-Oppenheimer (BO) surface Un(R). Even in ultra-cold Rydberg atomic
physics, this motion is for Rydberg atoms frequently in a regime which can be treated
classically, using Newton’s equations [56, 61, 63, 71]. As long as the energy separations
between adjacent electronic surfaces of the atoms are large compared to kinetic energies,
one typically can also ignore non-adiabatic couplings.
However, excitonic BO surfaces Un(R) derived from resonant dipole-dipole
interactions frequently exhibit points of degeneracies (conical intersections, see
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section 4.3), near which the energy separation criterion cannot be fulfilled. Then, one
has to take into account non-adiabatic transitions (7). They generically lead to quantum
dynamics that involves coherent superpositions of multiple occupied BO surfaces n. A
convenient class of methods from quantum chemistry, designed to tackle this problem
while retaining simple classical propagation of the nuclei, is quantum-classical surface
hopping [72]. We focus particularly on Tully’s fewest switches algorithm [73–76], which
has proven a versatile and accurate method for Rydberg aggregates [68,77–79].
In Tully’s method, the motion of the Rydberg atoms is still modeled classically
M
∂2
∂t2
rk = −∇rkUs(t)(R), (8)
on a specific Born-Oppenheimer surface, which may change in time through random
jumps from one surface to another (n → m), creating a path s(t) in accordance
with the probability for non-adiabatic transitions. Simultaneous population of multiple
surfaces is made possible by simulating the full dynamics as a stochastic distribution
from different paths s(t).
Along with the motion of the Rydberg aggregate atoms, we are interested in the
exciton dynamics. It is described by the time-dependent electronic wave function
|Ψ(t) 〉 = ∑n cn(t)|pin 〉 = ∑n c˜n(t)|ϕn(R(t)) 〉. Analogously to (5) and (6) its time-
evolution can be determined in the diabatic,
i
∂
∂t
cn(t) =
N∑
m=1
Hnm[Rnm(t)]cm(t), (9)
or adiabatic basis
i
∂
∂t
c˜n(t) = Un[R(t)]c˜n(t) +
N∑
m=1
dnmc˜m(t) (10)
with
dnm = − 1
M
〈ϕn(R(t)) |∇|ϕm(R(t)) 〉 · v, (11)
where v = ∂R(t)/∂t is the system velocity.
In practice it is typically simpler to work with (9), while (10) shows more clearly
that the probability for a stochastic transition from surface n to surface m must be
subject to dnm. It is chosen such that the fraction of trajectories on surface m at time
t is given by |c˜m(t)|2. Further technical details about the implementation can be found
in the original work [73, 74], the review [76] and for the context of Rydberg aggregates
in [80,81] or [82].
For Rydberg aggregates, solutions with Tully’s algorithm have been directly
compared with full quantum dynamical solutions of (5) [68, 77], and showed excellent
agreement in the cases tested, even if conical intersections are involved [68]. The likely
reason is that these cases do not involve trajectories with motion visiting the same spatial
point twice, that is R(t+∆t) ≈ R(t) does not occur. Therefore, spatial complex phases
of the atomic (nuclear) wave function φn(R), which are not represented in quantum
classical methods, do not play a role.
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2.4. Rydberg trapping
Some of the physics we review below, will require the controlled guidance of the motion
of Rydberg atoms, and hence trapping of Rydberg atoms. However, the main tools
for trapping of ultracold ground-state atoms, optical and magnetic trapping [83, 84],
essentially rely on quantitative features of the electronic ground-states, and are typically
not directly applicable to the trapping of atoms in a Rydberg state.
Nonetheless the tools can be ported. Optical trapping of Rydberg atoms was
demonstrated, e.g., in [85], even such that the trapping frequencies for ground- and
Rydberg states coincided (magic trapping) [86,87]. For the Rydberg state the trapping
arises through the averaged ponderomotive energy of the electron, see also [88].
A more flexible option would be the use of earth-alkali atoms, in which one outer
electron can be addressed for trapping, while the other is exploited for Rydberg physics
[89,90]. Trapping through static magnetic and electric fields has been considered as well,
where additional features may arise due to the significant extension of the Rydberg orbit
on the spatial scale where fields vary. Therefore, nucleus and valence electron of the
atom have to be treated separately [91–93].
3. Static Rydberg aggregates
We call Rydberg aggregates “static” if the motion of constituent atoms can be neglected.
This may be the case because inertia prevents significant acceleration of atoms on the
time-scale of interest or because atoms are trapped (section 2.4). For static aggregates,
(1) provides a simple model for the transport of a single energy quantum (the p-
excitation) through long-range hopping on a set of discrete “sites” (the remaining s-
atoms). The underlying process shares features with energy transport in molecular
aggregates or during photosynthetic light harvesting, as first realized in [40] and
developed further in [42].
3.1. Exciton theory
If atomic motion is neglected, the Hamiltonian (1) is time-independent and all
information about the system is contained in the excitons (3) and their energies. These
states are shown in figure 3 (top) for the example of a chain of five Rydberg atoms with
equidistant spacing d. In this case all excitons describe a single p-excitation delocalized
over the chain, with spatial distribution reminiscent of the eigenstates of a quantum
particle in a 1D box. Dislocations or disorder, however, lead to more localized exciton
states [41, 94], shown in figure 3 (bottom).
Due to the |rn − rm|−3 dependence of dipole-dipole interactions, nearest neighbor
interactions J = C3/d
3 are dominant in (1). Neglecting longer range interactions, we
can analytically solve the eigenvalue problem (3) to obtain
Uk = −2J cos [pik/(N + 1)], (12)
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Figure 3. Frenkel excitons of a regular Rydberg aggregate with N = 5, adapted
from [41]. Bars indicate the magnitude and sign of coefficients cnk = 〈pik |ϕn(R) 〉
in (4). The colors distinguish different excitons, from left to right their energy is
decreasing (assuming C3 > 0).
|ϕk 〉 =
√
2/(N + 1)
N∑
n=1
sin [pikn/(N + 1)]|pin 〉, (13)
with k = 1, · · · , N .
For large N , the energies become densely spaced and form the exciton band, with
bandwidth 2J. Eigenstates as shown in figure 3 can be experimentally accessed using
appropriately detuned microwave pulses, see [78]. However this works straightforwardly
only for the most symmetric states (n = 1 in the figure), since the microwave will act
symmetrically on all atoms and thus provides no transition matrix element towards
asymmetric states such as n = 5.
A static Rydberg aggregate initialized with an excitation localized on just one
specific atom is not in one of the eigenstates (13). The corresponding time-evolution
in a superposition of eigenstates then leads to ballistic quantum transport as shown in
figure 4, using (9) with fixed atomic positions.
A more natural scenario for Rydberg atom placement in an ultracold gas
environment are random positions, with the exclusion of close proximities due to the
dipole blockade [2,51]. In this case, some excitons naturally localize on the clusters with
the most closely spaced atoms, similarly to figure 3 (bottom).
For more complex assemblies of sites (atoms) than the simple linear chain in figure 4,
the coherent quantum dynamical propagation there can also be viewed as a quantum
random walk [95–97].
3.2. Further effects of disorder
Even a static Rydberg aggregate will not show the perfectly regular structure assumed in
the simulation for figure 4. The position of the atoms will be subject to a certain degree
of randomness, either because atoms are randomly placed within a gas, or because of
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Figure 4. Ballistic transport on a large static Rydberg aggregate with N = 100
Rubidium atoms at ν = 80, with atoms numbered by n. These are separated by d =
8µm (along the vertical axis). The excitation probability per atom pn = |〈pin |Ψ(t) 〉|2
is shown as color shade. Transport is fast and occurs within the overall effective life-
time of 2µs and prior to any acceleration.
quantum or thermal fluctuations even in case of well defined individual trap centers.
Since fluctuations in the position affect the interaction strengths in (1), this leads
predominantly to off-diagonal disorder.
Another possible disorder is diagonal disorder, if excitations located on different
sites have slightly different on-site energies En, captured in the addition to the
Hamiltonian
Hˆdis(R) =
N∑
n
En|pin 〉〈 pin |. (14)
In Rydberg aggregates this is typically negligible, but can still be present due to
inhomogeneous stray fields which may lead to different differential Stark or Zeeman
shifts between | s 〉 and | p 〉 for different members of the aggregate.
It is known that in large systems, disorder typically leads to the localization of
excitations [98]. For the special case of, typically rather smaller, Rydberg aggregates,
the consequences of filling disorder have been investigate in small ordered 2D grids [99]
and off-diagonal disorder in 2D and 3D lattices in [100].
Diagonal disorder in molecular aggregates often follows a general Le´vy-distribution.
The resulting frequent occurrence of large outliers in the energy of certain sites, can give
rise to additional localization features [94, 101–103].
3.3. Experimental realizations
The static Rydberg aggregates described so far have recently been experimentally
realized in two configurations.
Regular array: To create a regular Rydberg array, cold ground-state atoms were first
loaded into a lattice of optical dipole-traps, which can be arranged in almost arbitrary
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2D geometries through the use of spatial light modulators [27]. These atoms are then
promoted to | 62d 〉 and | 63p 〉 Rydberg states. Exciton dynamics on a dimer [104] and
a small regular trimer of Rydberg atoms could be recorded precisely [28], as reprinted
in Fig. 5(c), with different panels showing the excitation population on aggregate atom
k = 1, 2 and 3. The graphs correspond to cuts of figure 4 for N = 3 at the respective
site of the atoms. The traps are disabled during excitation and exciton transport, but
short time-scales ensure that Rydberg atom motion is only a small disturbance, see also
section 7. These techniques have recently been extended to larger arrays studying spin
systems [105].
Bulk excitation: If Rydberg excitation takes place directly in a bulk cold gas,
without prior single atom trapping, the positions of the aggregate atoms will be a-priori
unknown and disordered. This was the starting point in [29,30], albeit for experiments
with a focus on photon-atom interfacing. These also contained small numbers of
Rydberg excitations, N ≈ 3. In these experiments excitation transport such as displayed
in figure 4 competes with microwave driving between the two coupled atomic states, as
shown in Fig. 5(e). When dipole interactions are stronger than the driving (Vdd > Ωµ
in the figure), they can decohere a photon wavepacket stored in an EIT medium, thus
reducing the retrieved photon count plotted. Experiments take place on sub microsecond
time-scales, thus atomic motion is negligible. The article [29] contains a theoretical
analysis of these experiments in terms of emergent Rydberg lattices (aggregates).
Another experiment with disordered bulk Rydberg aggregates is covered in Ref. [64].
Here the second Rydberg angular momentum state is introduced through a Fo¨rster
resonance of the type | ss′ 〉 → | pp 〉. In the resulting assembly of N ∼ 10−100 Rydberg
atoms, containing both s and p states, excitation transport again takes place through
resonant dipole-dipole interactions. In that experiment, the resulting spatial diffusion
of p states can be monitored and controlled through an imaging scheme exploiting
the optical response of the cold gas in the background [106]. Also in this system,
competition between microwave drive and dipole exchange can lead to interesting
relaxation dynamics [107].
Excitation facilitation: Complementary to coherent Rydberg aggregates on which
we focus here, there are aggregates formed incoherently through a competition of
Rydberg excited state decay and continuous excitation. On time-scales large compared
to the Rydberg life-time, the decoherence introduced by spontaneous excited state
decay gives rise to dynamics that can often be described by classical rate equations [6].
Using these, one can predict the “aggregation” (facilitated excitation) of assemblies of
Rydberg atoms with nearest neighbor spacing d [44, 45], for excitation laser detuning
∆ that causes resonance for double excitation at a preferred distance d = [C6/(2∆)]
1/6,
where C6 is the van-der-Waals coefficient. This further manifestation of excitation anti-
blockade [108], was subsequently observed in a variety of experiments [46–50]. Such
systems show parallels to the physics of glassy systems [10]. Even these incoherently
created Rydberg aggregates can form the basis for coherent excitation transport as
reviewed here, if augmented at some moment with the coherent introduction of a single
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Figure 5. Recent experimental progress towards Rydberg aggregates. (a)
Fluorescence image of trapped ground-state atoms in a ring arrangement, diverse 2D
geometries are feasible [from [27]]. This is achieved with optical dipole trap arrays as
shown in (b) for a trimer aggregate. (c) Quantum transport, analogous to figure 4, on
the trimer aggregate in (b) [from [28]]. Alternative creation of an emerging Rydberg
aggregate (blue/violet balls) within a bulk cold gas (yellow/grey balls) [from [29]]. (e)
Interplay of excitation transport and microwave drive, see text [from [30]].
p-excitation and then monitored for short times.
3.4. Motional decoherence
The Rydberg aggregate experiments cited in section 3.3 do not constrain positions of
the atoms, but take place on time scales before significant motion occurs. Nonetheless
residual thermal atomic motion has some effect, as discussed in [28] and its supplemental
material. In terms of the previous section this motion can be viewed as leading to time-
dependent off-diagonal disorder.
Hence, motion may be regarded as a noise source, or if controllable e.g. through
temperature, as a tuneable asset. In the next section we consider an alternative twist,
with which atomic motion can be turned from a hindrance into an interesting feature.
4. Flexible Rydberg aggregates
Static Rydberg aggregates reviewed above are an interesting model platform for the
study of excitation transport, spin models and the impact of disorder. However, residual
atomic motion represents a source of decoherence or noise. Turning this negative
viewpoint around, we now summarize the rich physics arising from fully embracing
directed or controllable motion of all atoms constituting a flexible Rydberg aggregate.
We imply with the term “flexible” that atoms do not have a preferred (equilibrium)
position along directions in which they are free to move. The motion can, and for
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conceptual simplicity should, still be confined to a restricted geometry, such as provided
by a one-dimensional optical trap.
Figure 6. Tailoring Rydberg aggregate Born-Oppenheimer surfaces. (a) Atomic
dynamics depends strongly on principal Rydberg quantum number ν, chosen distance
scale R, external field (e.g. magnetic fields B) for tuning interactions and isolating
electronic states as well as the design of the atomic trapping (e.g. intensity I of a
red detuned laser). (b) Together these components constrain and tune atomic motion
possible in a flexible Rydberg aggregate. (c) Born-Oppenheimer surfaces can thusly be
designed to contain, for example, accessible conical intersections [adapted from [68]],
for geometrical variables p, ∆x12, a2 see (b).
4.1. Tailored Born-Oppenheimer surfaces
We have discussed in section 2.2, how a compact essential states model for each of the
Rydberg atoms allows simple calculations of the excitonic Born-Oppenheimer surfaces
that govern the motion of the aggregates. In contrast to the situation within normal,
tightly-bound molecules, the long range Rydberg-Rydberg interactions create potential
landscapes with characteristic length scales of micrometers. These scales exceed the
minimal ones on which additional external potentials from magnetic or optical trapping
can act on the atoms. All together, the ingredients sketched in figure 6 allow the
tailoring of Born-Oppenheimer surfaces governing a Rydberg aggregate to provide
atomic motional dynamics with interesting and diverse properties. In the following we
review the properties already studied and provide an outlook on future opportunities.
4.2. Adiabatic excitation transport
Already the simplest flexible aggregate, with N atoms free to move in a one-dimensional
optical trap, is a promising candidate to study the interplay of excitation transport and
motional dynamics expected from the discussion in section 2. Consider the scenario of
an equidistant chain of atoms in a one-dimensional optical trap, with a dislocation at
the end, visualized in Fig. 7(a). The dislocation causes initial close proximity of two
atoms. In this situation, one of the BO surfaces of (3) Urep(R) corresponds to the single
p-excitation localized on the two dislocated atoms initially. This feature is also evident
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Figure 7. Adiabatic excitation transport in a one-dimensional flexible Rydberg
aggregate, as discussed in [77, 78]. (a) Visualization of setup, atoms in | s 〉 (blue)
and | p 〉 (yellow) are shown with their position uncertainty (shaded line) and optical
trap (red). We also sketch the corresponding pseudo-spin representation. (b) Scaled
total atomic density showing successive elastic collisions as in Newton’s cradle. (c)
Corresponding excitation probability for atoms 1-7. White lines show the mean
position of each atom, and the color shading and its width indicate the excitation
probability pn(t) = |〈pin |Ψ(t) 〉|2. Panels (b,c) are adapted from [77].
in the randomly dislocated chain analyzed in figure 3 (bottom). The surface Urep(R)
then causes strong repulsion of the dislocated atoms only, leading to motional dynamics
with successive repulsive pairwise collisions between all atoms in the chain [77, 78],
shown in Fig. 7(b). Interestingly, this classical momentum transfer between the atoms
is accompanied by a directed and coherent quantum transport of the single electronic
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excitation through the chain with high fidelity as shown in Fig. 7(c). Further analysis
reveals that the underlying exciton state |ϕrep(R) 〉 is adiabatically preserved due to
the relatively slow motion R(t) of the atoms. In this scenario, the coherent excitation
transport also implies entanglement transport, which could be measured through Bell-
type inequalities [109].
An additional combination of repulsive van-der-Waals and attractive dipole-dipole
interactions can modify exciton states at short distances and form aggregates of actually
up to 6 atoms bound in one dimension, enabling studies of their dissociation [43]. With
additional Stark tuning of Rydberg levels, such a binding mechanism can even hold in
3D for dimers and trimers [110,111].
4.3. Conical intersections
In the preceding section we have seen that Rydberg atomic motion on a single BO
surface can already lead to intriguing transport physics far from being trivial. Additional
and qualitatively different features come into play if multiple surfaces are involved, for
example due to the presence of conical intersections (CIs) [112, 113]. They generically
occur in dipole-dipole interacting aggregates described by (1) whenever the motion
- which still may be geometrically restricted - takes place in two or more spatial
dimensions [67]. The simplest example is a ring timer. It possesses one well localized
conical intersection (seam) of surfaces, as drawn in figure 8. As a consequence, we
expect a Rydberg atom wavepacket, which traverses the CI, to undergo non-adiabatic
transitions. This also should lead to optically resolvable manifestations of Berry’s
phase [67].
atom 1
atom 2
atom 3
R
(a)
ș12
ș23
(a) (b)
Figure 8. (a) Geometry of Rydberg Ring trimer. Atomic positions are parametrised
in terms of the angles θ12, θ23. (b) The three BO surfaces following from (3), as a
function of the two relative angles indicated in (a). The conical intersection is marked
between the upper two. Figure adapted from [67].
We can study the impact of CIs on excitation transport, as discussed in section 4.2,
in a scenario with two intersecting linear chains. Then, the CI can be functionalized
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as a switch, where minute changes in aggregate geometry have profound impact on the
exciton transport direction and coherence properties [68].
Finally non-adiabatic features can also be accessed entirely without atomic
confinement, by choosing suitable initial Rydberg excitation locations in a 3D cold
gas volume, with Rydberg atoms subsequently moving without constraints [80]. These
results, presented in figure 9, move an experimental demonstration of non-adiabatic
effects due to passage through a conical intersection in Rydberg aggregates firmly within
reach of present day technology [33,61,63,64].
For free motion in 3D, a more sophisticated model for dipole-dipole interactions
than (1) is needed in general, which takes into account azimuthal quantum numbers ml
of the electronic states and the anisotropy of dipole-dipole interactions. This was used
in [80]. There are no qualitative changes in the type of features observed, compared
to the simple isotropic model described above. In fact, by isolating specific ml-states
with Zeeman shifts, one can tune experiments such that the isotropic model directly
applies [81].
Other interesting viewpoints on conical intersections within dipole-dipole energy
surfaces of Rydberg dimers are highlighted in [114,115], for dimers bound as in [110,111]:
The non-adiabatic coupling terms in (7) can be assembled into a vector potential, see
e.g. [116,117], to which the motion in (6) is then coupled. The system thus furnishes a
platform for synthetic spin-orbit coupling [114] and non-Abelian gauge fields [115].
4.4. Experimental realizations of unfrozen Rydberg gases
Following our summary of theory proposals for the applications of flexible Rydberg
aggregates, we now present a brief overview of the current capabilities of experiments
in that direction. Crucial to the implementation is a sufficiently controlled positioning
and equally importantly, high resolution and time resolved read-out of atom locations.
Many recent Rydberg atomic experiments are geared towards utilizing the dipole-
blockade for quantum computation, quantum optics or simulation of condensed matter
systems. For these objectives motion represents a noise source (see section 3.4) and
hence is suppressed by design.
Early experiments had a stronger fundamental atomic physics focus, studying
atomic interactions, the resulting collisions and ionization [54, 55, 58] or the
autoionization of Rydberg atoms when these are set into motion due attractive van-
der-Waals interactions [56,57,60,71]. Recent experiments demonstrated the continuous
observation of Rydberg atoms in cold gases while these undergo motional dynamics due
to van-der-Waals interactions. The first technique used to this end, is time- and space
resolved atomic field ionization [61,62]. Spatial resolution is provided by strong electric
field in-homogeneities near a tip, which enable the reconstruction of the point of origin
of ion-counts on a detector, as sketched in Fig. 10(a). The correlation signals observed,
see Fig. 10(b), show the effect of vdW repulsion, and could similarly give insight into
motional aggregate dynamics such as that shown in figure 7 or figure 9.
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Figure 9. Manifestation of non-adiabatic motional dynamics for atoms moving freely
in three dimensions. (a) Sketch of initial geometry, with atoms one and two in close
proximity on the x-axis, and three and four somewhat wider spaced on the y axis.
Atoms one and two will initially repel strongly along the green arrows. (b,c) Ensuing
two-dimensional column densities of atoms at late times, showing several lobes due
to multiple populated BO surfaces. White crosses mark the initial positions of atoms
1− 4 as shown in panel (a). (d) Time-evolution of potential energy distribution. The
splitting on two BO surfaces can also clearly be seen here. Figures taken from [80].
The second technique relies on microwave spectroscopy [63], monitoring the time-
dependence of two-photon microwave transfer rates from one Rydberg state to another.
The signal is significantly broadened due to vdW interactions of the Rydberg atoms
initially, but narrows considerably as the atom cluster undergoes vdW repulsion and
potential energies are reduced, see Fig. 10(c). Similar techniques can measure the time-
dependent BO surface energy (3) of a flexible Rydberg aggregate, as shown in Fig. 9(d).
5. Embedded Rydberg aggregates
The most common starting point for experiments is to excite few cold atoms within a
host cloud to Rydberg states, typically with angular momenta s or d such that they can
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whereΔEðiÞ is the vdWenergy shift of atom i in the 60S state
due to its interaction with all other Rydberg levels.
We first probe the spectrum with a 1 μs microwave
pulse (intensity≈25 μW=cm2) at an adjustable frequency,
ðν0 þ ΔνÞ=2, applied immediately after laser excitation, so
that atomic motion plays no role. We use three laser
detunings, Δ ¼ 0; 1, and 2 MHz, resulting in about 80,
60, and 40 detected Rydberg atoms for each laser pulse
respectively. Less than ≈3 atoms are transferred into the
57S state. Direct interactions between these 57S atoms can
be neglected. Since the vdW 57S–60S interaction is
attractive, some 57S atoms (less than 50%) undergo
Penning ionization [31]. This process, taking place after
the microwave pulse, reduces the measured transfer rate but
does not alter the spectrum shape.
Figure 2 presents, for the three Δ values, the fraction of
atoms detected in 57S as a function of the scaled micro-
wave frequency, Δν=η. The points are experimental and the
solid lines result from a Monte Carlo simulation assuming
successive incoherent Rydberg excitations from the ground
state. At each iteration step, we randomly select a ground
state atom according to the trap geometry. We randomly
choose whether this atom is excited or not, taking into
account the vdW energy shift due to previously excited
atoms, the full laser linewidth, and intensity profile. The
number of iterations is chosen to reproduce the observed
average Rydberg atom number. The final microwave
spectrum is a convolution of the interaction energy dis-
tribution with the microwave pulse linewidth. We average
50 to 200 Monte Carlo realizations and adjust the vertical
scale so that the area of the spectrum fits the experimental
one. This procedure provides us with the solid lines in
Fig. 2. They are in fair agreement with the experiment.
The Δ ¼ 0 spectrum maximum [Fig. 2(a)] is frequency
shifted by about the laser linewidth γ. Hence, the inter-
atomic distances are close to the dipole blockade radius Rb.
The high frequency tail is due to atoms in the cloud bulk,
with several neighbors at a distance close to Rb. We infer
from the simulation that the size of the Rydberg atom
ensemble is 3 times larger than that of the ground state
cloud. This large broadening results from dipole blockade.
Since atoms cannot be excited at short distances, laser
excitation favors the tail of the thermal cloud Gaussian
distribution. This precludes the observation of a clear
Rydberg atom number saturation with a thermal cloud.
For Δ ¼ 1 and 2 MHz [Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)], the total
Rydberg atom number is reduced due to the nonresonant
excitation. Nevertheless, the interaction energy increases
with Δ, corresponding to an increasing peak Rydberg
density. The average shift is of the order of 2Δ, as
expected from an energy conservation argument stating that
1=2
PN
i¼1E
ðiÞ≃NhΔ. The agreement with the Monte Carlo
simulation is good for Δ ¼ 1 MHz. For Δ ¼ 2 MHz, the
simulation predicts a bimodal structure with a narrow
component centered on Δ. This peak is due to atoms excited
on the outer “facilitation” surface, with an initial interaction
energy hΔ unmodified since there is no further excitation in
their vicinity. Our simple model, which does not take into
account coherent processes such as pair excitation, over-
estimates this contribution.
We then investigate the Rydberg gas expansion due to
the repulsive vdW forces between 60S atoms. Figure 3
presents (points) measurements of the interaction energy
spectra at different delays, τ, between the laser and the
microwave pulses for Δ ¼ 1 MHz. For this detuning, the
internal potential energy per atom is of the order of 50 μK,
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FIG. 2 (color online). Microwave spectra of the 60S–57S two-
photon transition for (a)Δ ¼ 0, (b)Δ ¼ 1 MHz, (c)Δ ¼ 2 MHz.
The dots are experimental with statistical standard deviation error
bars and the solid line results from a simple model. The origin of
the frequency axis (thin vertical line) corresponds to the reso-
nance position in a low-density cloud.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Rydberg atoms’ interaction energy
spectrum, for an excitation laser detuning Δ ¼ 1 MHz, as a
function of the delay τ between atomic preparation and micro-
wave probe (0.5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 50, 100 μs from bottom to top).
The points are experimental (error bars not shown for clarity) and
the lines result from the model (see text). The different spectra are
shifted vertically by a fixed offset (0.15) for the sake of clarity.
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Measurement of the van der Waals interaction by atom trajectory imaging
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We study the repulsive van der Waals interaction of cold rubidium 70S1/2 Rydberg atoms by analy is of
time-delayed pair-correlation functions. After excitation, Rydberg atoms are allowed to accelerate under the
influence of the van der Waals force. Their positions are then measured using a single-atom imaging technique.
From the average pair-correlation function of the atom positions we obtain the initial atom-pair separation and the
terminal velocity, which yield the van der Waals interaction coefficient C6. The measured C6 value agrees well
with calculations. The experimental method has been validated by simulations. The data hint at anisotropy in the
overall expansion, caused by the shape of the excitation volume. Our measurement implies that the interacting
entities are individual Rydberg atoms, not groups of atoms that coherently share a Rydberg excitation.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.92.040701 PACS number(s): 34.20.Cf, 32.80.Ee
Due to their weak atomic binding and large size, Rydberg
atoms interact strongly with surfaces or other Rydberg atoms
via electric-dipole and higher-order couplings. Image-charge
interactions have been predicted [1] and observed [2] to cause
surface-induced level shifts and ionization of Rydberg atoms
in an atomic beam. The surface-induced van der Waals level
shift of Rydberg atoms has been observed spectroscopically
in an atomic-beam experiment [3]. The van der Waals
interaction between ground [4] and excited [5] cesium atoms
in vapor cells with dielectric surfaces has been measured
using selective reflection spectroscopy. The van der Waals
interaction between individual Rydberg atoms is important
in the description and control of interactions in few- and
many-body dynamics studies, which have been of considerable
interest in recent years. This interaction has been characterized
using spectroscopic methods [6,7] and it has been critical in
the observation of Rydberg excitation blockades and collective
excitations [8–11], Rydberg crystals [12,13], and Rydberg
aggregates [14,15]. Rydberg interactions have been used in
quantum information processing [16–19]. In recent work
related to the present paper, time-resolved measurements have
been performed to study the van der Waals explosion of
Rydberg atom clusters [20].
Here we develop a method to study the van der Waals
interaction between Rydberg atoms using direct spatial
imaging [21–24] of atom-pair trajectories. Pairs of 70S1/2
rubidium Rydberg atoms are prepared with a well-defined
initial separation by detuning an excitation laser and utilizing
the r−6 dependence of the van der Waals interaction [24,25].
After preparation, the atoms are subject to van der Waals
forces (which are repulsive in this case). The effect of
the forces is observed by tracking the interatomic distance
between the Rydberg atoms, probing them after they have
been allowed to move for selected wait times (see Fig. 1). The
atom trajectories and thereby the van der Waals interaction
coefficient C6 are extracted from the pair-correlation functions
of the Rydberg-atom positions. Our experiment also shows that
*nithi@umich.edu
†Present address: zeroK NanoTech Corporation, Gaithersburg, MD
20878, USA.
van der Waals–induced motion causes dephasing in coherently
shared Rydberg excitations (superatoms) [26,27].
Our method has some similarity to cold target recoil ion
momentum spectroscopy (COLTRIMS) [28] in that ion-impact
data are used to reconstruct details of a dissociation process.
However, there are differences in what is measured. In
COLTRIMS, each experimental realization yields final mo-
menta for the individual fragments. Typically, these momenta
are averaged in order to obtain momentum distributions. In
our work, each realization produces a set of individual-atom
positions for a probe time at which th dissociation is
still in progress. Since the probe time is an experimental
control parameter, we can directly track the dynamics of the
dissociation process. Data processing and averaging over many
realizations yield average position and momentum information
as a function of the probe (wait) time.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Geometry and (b) timing sequence of
the experiment. The wait time is the time difference between the end
of the excitation and the onset of the field ionization pulse. (c) Van
der Waals potential versus separation between two Rydberg atoms.
The separation increases due to the repulsive van der Waals force.
We reconstruct the trajectory by imaging at v ious wait times. I
the insets in (c), circles represent two Rydberg atoms evolving under
the influence of the van der Waals force. The (final) kinetic energy
release, indicated by the blue velocity arrows, equals the van der
Waals potential W0 at the initial separation r0.
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The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1(a). 85Rb ground-
state atoms are prepared in a magneto-optical trap (MOT) at
a density of &1010 cm−3. The two-photon Rydberg excitation
to 70S1/2 is driven by simultaneous 780- and 480-nm laser
pulses with a 5-µs duration and ≈1-GHz red detuning from
the 5P3/2 intermediate state. Both beams propagate in the xy
plane and are linearly polarized along z. The 780-nm beam
has a Gaussian beam parameter w0 of 0.75 mm and the
480-nm beam is focused to w0 = 8 µm. After a wait time,
the Rydberg atoms are ionized by suddenly applying a high
voltage to a tip imaging probe (TIP) with a rounded tip of
diameter 125 µm. Ions are accelerated by the TIP electric
field towar s a microchannel plate (MCP). Ion impacts result
in blips produc d by the MCP-phosphor detector assembly,
revealing the Rydberg-atom positions. In each experimental
cycle we record one image, taken by a CCD camera; typically
it contains several blips. For more detail see Ref. [24].
The excitation volume is≈470 µm above the tip, which, in
combination with the radial divergence of the TIP electric
field and the MCP front voltage, results in a measured
magnification of 155 with an uncertainty of 2%. To calibrate
the magnification, we generate a Rydberg-atom distribution
with a known spatial period by imaging the 480-nm beam
through a double slit into the excitation region. The spatial
period of the signal on the MCP then yields the magnification.
The resolution in the object plane is ≈1 µm; this follows
from the magnification and the point spread function of the
detector. We can easily resolve the correlation length between
the Rydberg atoms, which is on the order of 10 µm. The
field of view typically contains five to ten detected atoms. In
the image processing sequence, we first extract ion impact
positions Xi = (xi,yi) on the MCP by using a peak detection
algorithm [24] (for each image separately). Out of 10 000
images taken in each data set, we select the 5000 images
with the highest numbers of detected ions. For this subset, we
calculate the pair-correlation image averaged over these 5000
images 〈∑j $=i δ(2)(Xj − Xi)〉. The averaged pair-correlation
image is smoothed over an area that is about the size of a single
blip. The displayed pair-correlation functions are normalized
such that at large distances they approach the value of one.
The excitation of the 70S1/2 Rydberg level is detuned by
δνL = 4± 2 MHz with respect to the two-photon resonance.
The positive excitation detuning is compensated by the
(repulsive) van der Waals interaction. We preferentially excite
Rydberg atoms in pairs at a separation r0 at which the van
der Waals interaction is 2δνL = 8± 4 MHz. We determine r0
from pair-correlation images. After excitation, the Rydberg
atoms are allowed to move within selected times before their
positions are measured by applying a field ionization pulse
[Fig. 1(b)]. We use Stark spectroscopy to ensure an electric
field .20 mV/cm during excitation and wait times. The
atom-position data are processed as explained above, yielding
average pair-correlation images. In Fig. 2 we present the
pair-correlation images for wait times of 2.5, 10, 20, 30, and
40 µs. The average interaction time of the Rydberg atoms is
the wait time plus half the excitation pulse length (wait time
plus 2.5 µs). The pair-correlation image at 2.5 µs exhibits
strong correlation enhancement at a fairly-well-defined radius.
The initial correlation is critical for our trajectory experiment;
it is sufficient to track Rydberg-pair trajectories out to
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FIG. 2. Pair-correlation images from experiment (top row) and
simulation (bottom row) for the selected wait times. The linear
grayscale ranges from 0 (white) to 2 (black). Values of 1 (black line at
the center of the grayscale bar), <1, and >1 indicate no correlation,
anticorrelation, and positive correlation, respectively.
approximately 40 µs. With increasing wait time, the radius
of enhanced pair correlation increases, reflecting an increase
of interatomic separation due to the repulsive van der Waals
interaction. At long wait times, the enhancement ring is
blur ed out due to initial thermal atom velocities in the MOT
(temperature ∼100 µK).
To determine the most probable separation rp(t) between
Rydberg-atom pairs at wait time t , we first compute the angular
integrals I (r) of the experimental pair-correlation images in
Fig. 2, as shown in Fig. 3(a). The values of rp(t) are obtained
from local parabolic fits centered approximately at the peak
positions of the I (r) curves. We include four to seven data
points in the fit (depending on the shapes of the curves). The
resulting separations rp(t) are shown in Fig. 3(b). The visibility
of the pair-correlation enhancement, also shown in Fig. 3(b),
is (Imax − Imin)/(Imax + Imin), where Imax is the peak value of
I (r) in the range &10 µm and Imin is the minimal value near
7 µm. A cursory inspection of Fig. 3(b) already shows that
the trajectory of the Rydberg-atom pairs is characterized by
an initial acceleration phase, during which the initial van der
Waals potential energy W0 is converted into kinetic energy,
and a later phase during which the atoms keep separating at
a fixed velocity. The drop in visibility is due to the thermally
induced blurring of the correlation ring at late times.
To extract the van der Waals C6 coefficient, one may
consider an isolated atom pair excited at an initial separation
r0. The initial van der Waals energy is
W0 = C6
r60
= 2δνL. (1)
From Eq. (1), C6 = 2δνLr60 can in principle be obtained from
spectroscopic measurement [7]. This method requires a well-
defined r0, a narrow laser linewidth, and accurate knowledge
of δνL. In our work, the relative uncertainty in r60 is about
12% (because the relative magnification uncertainty is 2%). In
comparison, the uncertainty arising from δνL = 4± 2 MHz is
much larger. Taking all uncertainties into account, Eq. (1) leads
to values of C6 ranging from 7× 10−58 to 40× 10−58 J m6.
Therefore, Eq. (1) only allows us to perform a crude order-
of-magnitude estimate for C6. The main weakness of Eq. (1)
is that the C6 values derived from it directly reflect our large
relative uncertainty in δνL.
A better way for us to obtain C6 is to track the evolution
of the Rydberg-atom trajectories. Over the experimentally
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Figur 10. Experi ental techniques for the obs rv tion of flexible Rydberg
aggregates. ( ) Diagram fo spatially resolved field ioniza ion. (b) Rydberg pair
corr lations obs rv d in thi manner as a function of time. Experiment (top) and
simulations (bottom) both show the movement of the correlation peak to larger
separations du to dip le dipole repulsion. (a,b) taken from [61]. (c) Microwave
spectroscopy of Rydb rg atoms in motion. The interaction induced broadening of
a resonance sign l that is present ini ially (bottom) reduces as atoms repel and
interactions diminish (toward top). Reproduced from [63].
be reach d via a two-photon excitation. Then, the dipole-blockade guarantees a Rydberg
assembly with a minimal nearest neighbor distance equal to the blockade radius, roughly
rbl = (C6/Ω)
1/6, where Ω is the Rabi-frequency of excitation. Augmenting the assembly
wi h one o f w a oms in an adjacent angular momentum state (e.g. p) creates a Rydberg
aggregate. The augmentation can be achieved via microwave coupling [30,107], or direct
laser excitation [118].
One might expect hat the the e bedding cold background gas will strongly
modify the dynamics of flexible or st tic Rydberg aggregates created in such a manner.
Interestingly, there should be parameter regimes where this is not the case [79,80], which
is experimentally corroborated in [61,63], where observations on Rydberg atoms moving
through a s could be explain d with classical trajectory simulations containing only
the Rydberg excited atoms, without direct or indirect influence of the hosting cold gas
cloud.
However, for other parameter regimes strong life-time reductions of high Rydberg
excitations [33,119] or their associative ionization have been reported [120]. Additional
processes that arise in the system are the formation of ultra-long range molecules, see
e.g. [121–124], polarons [125], and Rydberg molecule induced spin flips [126]. If by
experimental design these effects can be made sufficiently small, aggregate physics in
a cold gas environment proceeds roughly as discussed so far. Individual atoms in a
Rydberg assembly can even be replaced by super-atoms (groups of ground-state atoms
coherently sharing a Rydberg excitation), without changing the results described [79].
If a Rydberg aggregate can be embedded in an ultracold gas environment without
detriment, the latter can actually be used to some advantage. It can serve as an atomic
reservoir for repeated excitation of Rydberg atoms [109] but also as a gain medium for
sensitive position- and state detection of Rydberg excitations [39, 64, 106, 127]. These
schemes add to the toolkit that promises sufficient temporal and spatial resolution for the
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experimental readout of the processes summarized earlier. Even more interestingly, they
provide a control knob over decoherence, which is created by the measurement or readout
within the system. It can give rise to decoherence between electronic states forming a
Born-Oppenheimer surface, causing a complete cessation of intra-molecular forces [128].
It also decoheres excitation hopping such as shown in figure 4, enabling quantum
simulations of light harvesting [39], switchable Non-Markovianity [129], tuneable open
quantum spin systems [130] and engineered thermal reservoirs [131].
6. Rydberg dressed aggregates
Most phenomena reviewed so far can be ported to different parameter regimes, if the
interactions discussed in section 2.1 are replaced by dressed dipole-dipole interactions
[132]. A direct mapping of resonant dipole-dipole interactions requires two separate
ground states | g 〉 and |h 〉, that are far off resonantly coupled to the two Rydberg
states | s 〉 and | p 〉 employed here earlier, as sketched in figure 11. This can effectively
give rise to a state-flip interaction Hamiltonian Hˆ ∼ (| gh 〉〈hg | + c.c) in the space of
the ground-states [132].
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Figure 11. Level scheme of dressed dipole-dipole interactions. Separate couplings
with identical effective Rabi frequency Ω enable transitions | g 〉 ↔ | s 〉 and |h 〉 ↔ | p 〉,
respectively. Both are far detuned Ω  ∆. Thus, while atoms predominantly remain
in the ground states | g 〉, |h 〉, the small admixture of Rydberg levels allows an effective
state-change interaction Hˆ ∼ | gh 〉〈hg |.
While making an experiment more challenging, the use of dressed interactions gives
additional flexibility for the choice of parameters. For example the ring-trimer CI shown
in figure 8 can be realized with dressed interactions [67] to avoid the need for extreme
trap strengths. Dressing can also match the energy/time-scales of Rydberg physics with
those of ground-state cold atom- or Bose-Einstein condensate physics.
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Moreover, dressed interactions can enable entirely novel effects not present in
systems with bare interactions. They can give rise to the dipole-dipole induced repulsion
of droplets containing many atoms [133], even allowing them to be brought into quantum
superpositions of different droplet locations [134]. The droplets are then described by
mesoscopically entangled states with tens of atoms. Dressed dipole-dipole interactions
could also be exploited to design quantum simulators of electron-phonon interactions
[135–137].
7. Rydberg aggregate existence domains
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Figure 12. Rydberg interaction potentials for Lithium in the vicinity of the
| 40s0 〉| 40s0 〉 asymptote (which is taken as the zero of energy), red curves are
magnified in (b,c). (b) When zooming onto this potential at separations R larger
than ∼ 0.8µm, we recover the U(R) = C6/R6 dependence characteristic of vdW
interactions (fit by the blue dashed line). (c) Resonant dipole-dipole interactions
form potentials with asymptotic form U±(R) = ±C3/R3 (blue dashed) and states
|ϕ± 〉 = (| sp 〉 ± | ps 〉)/
√
2.
Approaching the end of this review, we now provide a brief guide to identify those
regions in the vast parameter space for Rydberg physics, where either static- or flexible
Rydberg aggregates as reviewed above can be practically realized. To this end, let us
have a closer look at the origin and limitations of the simple model (1), by considering
the full picture of Rydberg-Rydberg atomic interactions. Most Rydberg potentials can
be obtained by exact diagonalization of the Hamiltonian in a restricted Hilbert space
with principal quantum numbers ν ∈ [νmin . . . νmax], angular momenta l ∈ [0 . . . lmax]
and the corresponding ranges of total angular momenta j and their azimuthal quantum
numbers mj [138–140]. The inter-atomic distance R is varied and interactions can be
added through the dipole-dipole interaction Hamiltonian [1, 141, 142]. Recently, open
source packages for this sort of calculation have become available [140,143,144].
Alternatively, interactions can also be calculated using perturbation theory [145].
The details listed are atomic species dependent; we will focus on Lithium atoms, because
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they are light and therefore of advantage to see motional effects, and on Rubidium atoms,
because they represent the most common species in cold atom experiments.
An exemplary set of molecular potentials is shown in Fig. 12(a), in the vicinity of the
| 40s0 〉| 40s0 〉 asymptote of Lithium. In this particular example, panel (c) shows that
for inter-atomic separations R > 2µm, and when a p-excitation is present in the systems,
interactions are clearly dominated by resonant dipole-dipole interactions, involving just
a pair of sp states. We can thus employ the model (1). Since this model does not contain
any interactions between two atoms in an s-state, we can augment it by a van-der-Waals
term
HˆvdW =
∑
n
En(R)|pin 〉〈 pin |, Ek(R) ≈
∑
`6=n
C
(sp)
6
R6n`
+
1
2
∑
j 6=n
∑
`6=n,j
C
(ss)
6
R6j`
, (15)
where Rn` = |Rn−R`| and C(ab)6 denotes the coefficient for the vdW interaction between
one atom in the state a and the other one in b.
This extension also describes the short range repulsion (for C6 > 0) shown in panel
(b) down to R > 1µm. At even shorter distance R < Rmix, we enter the highly irregular
and dense region of the molecular spectrum shown in (a). Here simple models such as
(1) and (15) break down entirely. Theory predictions presented here then no longer
hold, and we thus anticipate that this region is best avoided. It might give rise to
interesting experimental observations, but the most likely result of close encounters of
Rydberg atoms is their ionization.
A rough estimate of the distances at which the spectra become dense is provided
by he formula
Rmix(ν) = 2
(
C3(ν)
∆Epd(ν)
) 1
3
, (16)
where ∆Epd(ν) is the energy gap between the angular momentum p and d states at
principal quantum number ν, see Appendix A for further discussion. We empirically
find the formula to work well for both species considered here, Li and Rb, based on
spectra such as shown in figure 12.
We are now in a position to determine for which parameters Rydberg aggregates
described by the models summarized in this review can be formed, applying the following
criteria:
(i) The effective state model should be valid, implying d > Rmix, where d denotes any
separation between Rydberg excited atoms in the system.
(ii) The dynamics of interest, static excitation transport or atomic motion, should take
place within the life-time τeff = τ0/N of the system, where τ0 is the life-time of a
single Rydberg state, and N the number of Rydberg atoms in the aggregate. These
effective life-times become dependent on temperature T by taking into account
black-body redistribution of states [146].
Visualizing these conditions, we show in figure 13 the domain in the parameter
plane (ν, d) where static- or flexible aggregates are viable at room temperature. We
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focus on the principal quantum number ν and the dominant inter-atomic spacing d,
since these two parameters have most impact on the physics. We consider aggregates
with Nagg atoms of the dominant experimental atomic species,
87Rb, or the lightest
Alkali species with quantum defect 7Li. For simplicity we assumed a linear chain with
dominant spacing d, and target dynamics such as in figure 4 (static) or figure 7 (flexible).
The white region at the bottom is excluded due to d < Rmix. For the white region at
the top, the overall effective life-time of the aggregate including black-body radiation
(BBR) [146] is too short for significant excitation transport (defined in more detail in
Appendix A) to take place.
Figure 13. Parameter domains of static (green and red) versus flexible (blue) Rydberg
aggregates. We take into account the reduction of effective life-times by black-body
radiation at room temperature T = 300K. Red shade indicates where static aggregates
exist, however with atoms that would visibly accelerate during excitation transport.
We consider the atomic species Li (a) and Rb (b), but importantly assume different
aggregate sizes Nagg for either as indicated. White areas are excluded, either due to to
short aggregate life-times (top) or too close proximities to avoid Rydberg state mixing
(bottom). See the text and Appendix A for the precise criteria used.
Within these two boundaries we additionally distinguish: (i) The domain of flexible
Rydberg aggregates (blue), defined in more detail in Appendix A. (ii) The domain
of purely static Rydberg aggregates (green). Here, for the duration of anticipated
excitation transport, atoms would be trapped by their inertia and not significantly
set into motion. (iii) Aggregates perturbed by atom acceleration (red). Here, atoms
would significantly accelerate during the duration of excitation transport. We see that
Lithium atoms can form larger flexible aggregates and be set into motion faster, all due
to the much smaller atomic mass.
The domain for flexible Rydberg aggregates is strongly affected by the reduction
of effective life-times due to BBR [146], hence we also show the corresponding domains
when suppressing BBR at T = 0K in figure 14.
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Figure 14. The same as figure 13 but assuming an extremely cold environment at
T = 0K.
8. Perspectives and outlook
We have seen that (flexible) Rydberg aggregates present a well defined, controllable and
observable system in which to study the interplay of quantum coherent atomic motion
and excitation. Besides the fundamental interest in such a system, we see the following
perspectives for their utilization:
Quantum simulations of nuclear dynamics in molecules: We have seen in section 4.3
that excitonic Born-Oppenheimer surfaces exhibit conical intersections, one of the most
fascinating features of molecular dynamics. In contrast to the intra-molecular situation,
motional dynamics of Rydberg aggregates ought to be observable on scales relevant for
the CI. It thus seems possible to furnish a quantum simulation platform that can either:
(i) replicate fundamental dynamical effects, such as vibrational relaxation downwards a
CI funnel [147], and gain new insight through a more direct connection between theory
and observation; or (ii) attempt to mimick as closely as possible computationally known
BO surfaces for a certain molecule and thus function as an analogue quantum computer
to tackle the formidable computational challenge of multi-dimensional nuclear dynamics.
Such a platform would then complement others, enabling the quantum simulation of
electronic dynamics in molecules with cold atoms [148].
Quantum simulations of energy transport in biological systems: While this review has
focused more strongly on the description of flexible Rydberg aggregates, we have listed
several works that enable the controlled introduction of decoherence to static Rydberg
aggregates in section 5. Since decoherence, particularly through internal molecular
vibrations, is a dominating feature of energy transport through dipole-dipole interactions
on a molecular aggregate (such as a light-harvesting complex), this paves the way
towards the utilization of these systems for photosynthetic energy transport simulations.
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9. Summary and conclusions
We have reviewed Rydberg aggregates, interacting assemblies of few Rydberg atoms
that can exhibit excitation sharing and transport through mutual resonant dipole-dipole
interactions. Our overview distinguished static aggregates, where atomic motion can
be neglected during the times-scale of an experiment, and flexible aggregates, where
atomic motion is by design an essential feature of the system. All results where placed
into a broader context, considering the exploitation of these aggregates for quantum
simulation applications, mainly by making contact with quantum chemistry or biology.
In this direction we have summarized a variety of theory proposals. For both, static-
and flexible aggregates, we additionally gave an overview of experimental techniques
that are closest to the requirements for the implementation of those proposals.
It appears that the full theoretical potential of Rydberg aggregates in either variety
discussed here is only just now becoming clear. Since experiments are now capable to
provide all tools required for their controlled creation and observation, we expect a
versatile and interdisciplinary quantum simulation platform in the near future.
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Appendix A. Criteria for Rydberg aggregate parameter choices
We have provided parameter space surveys in section 7, clarifying under which conditions
the main phenomena reviewed here, transport by excitation hopping with frozen atoms
and adiabatic excitation transport with mobile atoms, are likely to be observable. To
this end we cast a variety of physical requirements into mathematical criteria.
Validity of the essential state model: We have calculated interaction potentials exactly
as in figure 12 for Li and Rb for a variety of principal quantum numbers ν in the
range 20 to 100. The corresponding graphs permit an approximate visual identification
of the respective Rmix below which the spectra become highly chaotic. The manually
determined Rmix(ν) are well fit by the empirical formula (16). In that formula we obtain
the dipole-dipole coefficient C3 from a reference value C
(0)
3 using its scaling C3 = C
(0)
3 ν
4,
and similarly for ∆Epd via ∆Epd = ∆E
(0)
pd ν
−3. We have used the values C(0)3 = 0.64
a.u. and ∆E
(0)
pd = 0.05 a.u. for both species.
Life-times: We have used the values tabulated in [146], with spline interpolation for
intermediate ν.
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Static aggregates: From (1) we can infer a transfer time (Rabi oscillation period)
Thop = pid
3/C3 for an excitation to migrate from a given atom to the neighboring one, if
the inter-atomic spacing is d. We have calculated the corresponding time for Nhops such
transfers, given by Ttrans = NhopsThop, imagining migration along an entire aggregate.
Here Nhops can be quite freely chosen, we have opted for Nhops = 100 to include possibly
sophisticated transport. We finally demand Ttrans to be short compared to the system
life-time.
Perturbing acceleration: By solving the differential equation of motion for a single
Rydberg dimer, which is accelerated by repulsive dipole-dipole interactions from rest,
we can infer a characteristic time-scale scale for acceleration Tacc =
√
R50M
6C3
. The mass
of the atoms is M and their initial separation R0. When Tacc becomes less than Ttrans,
we color static aggregates red in figure 13 and figure 14.
Flexible aggregates: For flexible aggregates, we assume an equidistant chain with spacing
d, but the existence of a dislocation on the first two atoms with spacing of only
dini = 2d/3 to initiate directed motion, as in figure 7. Hence, dini > Rmix must
be fullfilled, a tighter constraint than d > Rmix. This results in the shift towards
larger d of the minimal d for flexible aggregates compared to static aggregates in
figure 13 and figure 14. The velocity v is then determined from the initial potential
energy Eini = C3/d
3
ini via energy conservation, and the duration of interesting motional
dynamics is set to Tmov = Tacc + (Nagg − 2)d/v, approximating the time for a joint
excitation-dislocation pulse such as in figure 7 to traverse the entire aggregate. Again,
we require Tmov to be short compared to the system life-time.
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